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1894 Born, Akmenė, Lithuania
1941-1944 Librarian and literary critic at Vilna University, involved in underground aid to the Jewish ghettos during the German occupation of Vilnius, Lithuania
1944 Arrested and sentenced to death for aid to Jews, Vilna University officials intervened and she was sent to Dachau and later to a camp in southern France
1953 Arrived in Israel and remained there until death, living with those whom she aided during World War II in Vilnius
1970 Died, Israel

BIOGRAPHICAL, MEMORABILIA, AND MISCELLANEOUS FILE, 1941-1970

Box/Folder 1 : 1 Scrapbook, 1941-1970
CORRESPONDENCE, 1956-1970

Box/Folder 1 : 2 Baltrusaitis, J., 1964
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Box/Folder 1 : 3  Baltusis, J., 1965
Box/Folder 1 : 4  Birziskaite-Zymantiene, Marija, 1956
Box/Folder 1 : 5  Churginas, Aleksys, 1966-1969
Box/Folder 1 : 6  Cilvinaite, Marija, 1957, 1962, 1969
Box/Folder 1 : 7-9  Dainauskas, Jonas, 1959-1970
Box/Folder 1 : 10  Gudelis, Martynas, 1957-1966
Box/Folder 1 : 11-13  Kauneckas, Vytautas, 1957-1969
Box/Folder 2 : 1  Landsbergis, Vytautas, 1968
Box/Folder 2 : 2  Liobyte, Aldona, 1964-1969
Box/Folder 2 : 3  Lukauskaite, Ona, 1969
Box/Folder 2 : 4  Meras, Icchokas, 1960-1967
Box/Folder 2 : 5  Neris (Salemeia) Museum in Kaunas, Lithuania, 1966, 1968
Box/Folder 2 : 6  Students in Vilnius, Lithuania, 1966
Box/Folder 2 : 7  Tumelis, Juozas, 1968-1969
Box/Folder 2 : 8-11  Urbsys, Juozas, 1959-1969
Box/Folder 2 : 12  Zukas, Vladas, 1968-1969

PHOTOGRAPHS

Photographs

Scope and Content Note

22 prints depicting Lithuanian friends and associates of Simaite